Birth Reading for
Lisa
Rhyne
Date: Jan 17, 1966
This writing includes readings from both the traditional Mayan calendar and the
Sixth Sun Tzolkin calendar.
A Tzolkin calendar is like a “Song of Creation” with each day being a musical note
or energy and frequency within the song. So this reading gives you an idea of
the song’s note for your birth or other important dates like a death, marriage,
initiations, dreams, ceremony, and other events. Hopefully, this will help you on
your life and spiritual path,
You may not understand everything in this reading at first, but it is like a seed
being planted. It will grow and over time you will see more relationships that
connect back to this reading.
I hope and pray that this information is a blessing to you.

Reading done by: Mark Borcherding

A Short Explanation of the Mayan Tzolkin Calendar

Most people think the Mayan Tzolkin calendar is like Astrology but is not
because in Astrology, your birth sign is found by how the planets are aligned
with the stars at the time that you were born. Your Mayan Tzolkin calendar
birth date is not based on the position of the planets and stars. It is based on
where you stepped into the flow of the “River of Time” that relates to your
place in the “Song of Creation”.
And the Mayan Tzolkin maybe used to look at other events like death,
marriage, dreams, or other dates in human consciousness.
Each Mayan Tzolkin day has both a day-number and glyph which have
energies, colors, and numbers associated with them.
The Tzolkin’s 13 day-numbers and 20 glyphs in the (picture at right) are seen
as two wheels moving in opposite directions connecting day-numbers and
glyphs shown by the blue lines forming these three Mayan Tzolkin days:

1 IMIX

2 IK

3 AKBAL

The 13 day -numbers and 20 glyphs form 13 x 20 = 260 days of the Mayan
Tzolkin calendar. The 260 days is close to the gestation cycle of a human
pregnancy.
So now we will look at your date as seen by the Mayan Tzolkin calendar.
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M a y a n T z o l k’ i n

Lisa Rhyne
Birth: Jan 17, 1966

5th Sun / 4th World
Calendar Song

Longcount: 12.17.12.7.0

11 AHAU is the is day-number and glyph in Mayan
Tzolkin calendar day for your date and is found using the
traditional Mayan day-count to convert a Gregorian
calendar date into a Mayan Tzolkin calendar day.
Kin 180 is which day of the Mayan Tzolkin’s 260 days that
your date occurs on.

11 AHAU
Kin 180

12.17.12.7.0 – is the Mayan ”Longcount“ and tells us
which day in the 5,200 year cycle that your date occurs
on. The Longcount has five numbers that are cycles with
this many days:
144,000

. 7,200 . 360 . 260 . 1

Your date is day 1,855,688 of the 5,200 year cycle.
Your day-number 11 assists every new creation to find its place in the universe and so you are probably good at that. In the process
of “fitting in” some modifications may need to occur and you can facilitate change, simplification and improvement. Your number 11 is
the sum of the present 5th Sun world cycle and the coming 6th Sun world cycle because 5 + 6 =11. This may be a hint that you are a
person that helps with the “Shift of the Ages”.
AHAU is the glyph of the SUN and people of this glyph tend to possess of a great magic and work with fine art. They may also be
educators of civilization with the ability to pull wisdom and knowledge thru the SUN.
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MAYAN MEDICINE WHEEL
EAST
In Mayan artwork,
the left side relates
to future and so the
left side of the
medicine wheel may
relate White and
North to the future.

N
O
R
T
H

S
O
U
T
H

In Mayan artwork,
the right side relates
to the past and so
the right side of the
medicine wheel may
relate Yellow and
tSouth to the past.

WEST
Yellow glyphs relates to the direction of South which in Mayan artwork points into the past so you may want to look for guidance from
the ancestors.
The South’s color yellow also connects to the Solar Plexus Chakra also called the Manipura “City of Jewels" Chakra and is said allows
one to really know oneself. Manipura is said to radiate and distribute prana to the rest of the body. So your 7 LAMAT may serve the
same purpose in the Chakra of Humanity to radiate energy into human consciousness. The energy to radiate maybe Condor energy
because yellow is the color or the South which relates to Condor in the “Prophecy of the Eagle and Condor”.
The Condor energy is that of heart and the Eagle is mind. The Condor energy is likely connected to your past and ancestors that
may help guide you. They will likely appear to you in dreams visions, or ceremonies. One thing that you can do is put a picture of
them or even a place under your pillow at night to help make dream connections.
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NEXT WE LOOK AT YOUR DATE AS SEEN BY THE SIXTH SUN
But first … you need to know something about the Sixth Sun Tzolkin.
Our present World Cycle is called the 5th Sun by the Mayans and is believed to end its 13 Baktun cycle of 5,200 years on the date
December 21, 2012. The next day will be day 1 of YEAR ZERO of the 6th Sun. In 1998, I was given a New Mayan Tzolkin calendar.
Well, it was not really new, but it was the Mayan Tzolkin calendar grown bigger with new day-numbers and glyphs. The Mayans may
have been given their Tzolkin by the Grandfathers from the Stars of the Pleiades, who may have also inspired me to record the new Sixth
Sun Tzolkin also called the “Wak Kin Tzolkin”.
The Mayan Tortuguero Monument 6 (picture at the left) speaks of the end of the cycle on
Tzolkin day 4 AHAU which occurs on December 21, 2012. The carving may be speaking of nine
God’s or nine energies descending at the end of the 13 Baktun cycle. The Mayan Tzolkin’s 13
day-numbers and 20 glyphs has grown into the Sixth Sun Tzolkin’s 17 day-numbers and 25
glyphs. So there are nine new energies that grew the Mayan Tzolkin and might be related to the
prophecy of nine energies on the Tortuguero Monument 6.

Translation

The Thirteenth Baktun will be finished (on) Four AHAU,
the third of Uniiw (3 K'ank'in). (?) will occur. (It will be)
the descent (?) of the Nine (Support) Gods to the (?).

Your Sixth Sun Tzolkin reading looks at both the forward
flow and backward flow of time. The forward flow goes from our 5th Sun (or 4th world cycle) into the 6th Sun (or 5th world cycle). The
backward flow moves from the 6th Sun back into our 5th Sun. The reading also shows the UNITY of the forward and backward time
flows. That UNITY is your own personal ZERO POINT or balancing between the present world cycle and the next world cycle.
Your reading includes words from “The Sixth Sun Tzolkin Song of Days” that may help you on your life and spiritual path. So you may
want to read them once a month, on your birthday, or the anniversary of the date this reading is about.
So now, we will look at your date as seen by the Sixth Sun Tzolkin calendar.
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Lisa Rhyne
!

Birth: Jan 17, 1966

6th Sun / 5th World
Calendar Song

Longcount: 12.17.12.7.0

Backward
Time Flow

Forward
Time Flow

UNITY
6 MANIK

4 CIMI

Kin 380

Kin 140

I integrate a melody of knowing
and balancing healing.
I sing of achievement and generosity
with my dynamic tone of equality
in chorus with Cauac's energies of
goodness, resurrection, and family.

I define a melody of unveiling
and measuring transformation.
I sing of death and divine change
with my dimensional tone of form
in chorus with Ix's energies of
receptivity, timelessness,
and mystic life.
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15 HUNAB KU
Kin 185
I bloom a melody of relating
and expanding now.
I sing of harmony and charity
with my radial tone of light
in chorus with Yin Yang's energies of
power, balance, and correct actions.

Forward
Time Flow

6 MANIK is Kin (day) 380 of the Sixth Sun Tzolkin occurring on the forward flow
of time from our present 5th Sun World Cycle moving into the next World Cycle
of 6th Sun.
So this part of the reading is going to tell you about your date’s energies that
you have been guided by and maybe sometimes even challenged by. These
energies are determined by the day-number and glyph for your date. And the
energies are described in “The Sixth Sun Song of Days” seen in the blue scroll at
the left.

6 MANIK
Kin 380
I integrate a melody of knowing
and balancing healing.
I sing of achievement and generosity
with my dynamic tone of equality
in chorus with Cauac's energies of
goodness, resurrection, and family.

Your song stars with “I integrate a melody of knowing” so you are making

connections for knowing that is for the purpose of “balancing healing” so healing
and balance are important to you. Nest we see “I sing of achievement and
generosity with my dynamic tone of equality”. You are a achiever but also have
generosity and seek equality. In other words you want everyone to be able to
reach their goals and desires. And you sing “in chorus with Cauac's energies of
goodness, resurrection, and family.” CAUAC is also a black glyph and it connects
you to the White Buffalo Calf named “Miracle’s Second Chance” who was both
born and died on the CAUAC glyph.
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15 HUNAB KU is Kin (day) 185 of the Sixth Sun Tzolkin occurring on the backward
flow of time from the next World Cycle of the 6th Sun moving back into our present
5th Sun World Cycle.

Backward
Time Flow

So this part of the reading is going to tell you about your date’s energies that are
getting stronger as we move closer and closer to the “Shift of the Ages” into the next
World Cycle. These energies may have started showing up during a major change
in your life path. These energies are also determined by the day-number and
glyph for your date in the Sixth Sun Tzolkin but for the backward flow of time. And
those energies are described in “The Sixth Sun Song of Days” seen in the red scroll
at the right.
Your song coming from the Fifth world cycle starts with “I bloom a melody of
relating” so you are flowering relationships for the purpose of “expanding now”.
Think how this relates to quantum physics and “The Holographic Universe”, that
also relates to your next words “I sing of harmony and charity with my radial tone of
light.” And you sing “in chorus with Yin Yang's energies of power, balance, and correct
actions.” Notice the word “balance” again which connects back to your
“balancing healing” on the last page in your 6 MANIK song.

15 HUNAB KU

Your green HUNAB KU glyph is also called the HARMONY glyph and was seen
as a crop circle on June 1, 2009. I wrote about that crop circle and have attached
that writing to the end of this reading.

I bloom a melody of relating
and expanding now.
I sing of harmony and charity
with my radial tone of light
in chorus with Yin Yang's energies of
power, balance, and correct actions.

Kin 185

And next we will see how your HUNAB KU glyph also relates to the “The Dream Masters”.
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The Dream Masters and Lisa’s Birth
To the Maya numbers were important and sacred and you were given the name “The Dream Masters” so let us convert this name
into number to see what the name “The Dream Masters” speaks to us:

T+H+E + D+R+E+A+M + M+A+S+T+E+R+S = 169

Kin (day) 169 of the Sixth Sun Tzolkin calendar is 16 HUNAB KU.

Your birth on the backward flow from the Fifth World Cycle was 15 HUNAB KU

Just a co-incidence that you and “The Dream Masters” are related by the green HUNAB KU glyph?
Next we will see your births HUNAB KU connections to Hopi Traditional Elder Dan Evehema.
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Grandfather Dan Evehema crossed over into the Spirit World in January 1999 on the day 4 HUNAB KU in the Sixth Sun Tzolkin
calendar. His death glyph is formed from your 4 CIMI and 15 HUNAB KU as shown here:

Grandfather Dan Evehema
Death
Lisa Rhyne

And that is not the only time your glyphs do this with Grandfather Dan Evehema because it happens again with the book Dan
Evehema co-wrote called “The Hopi Survival Kit” on page 40 is a letter that Dan signed on June 1, 1993 and the date of his letter in
the Sixth Sun Tzolkin calendar was 6 HUNAB KU also relating to your birth glyphs as shown below:

Grandfather Dan Evehema
letter June 1, 1993
Lisa Rhyne
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4 CIMI is Kin (day) 140 of the Sixth Sun Tzolkin occurring on the UNITY of the
backward and forward flows of time. So this part of your reading speaks of energies that
help you move between the World Cycles. They are like a door or pathway from our
current 5th Sun World Cycle into the coming 6th Sun World Cycle. They may also be
thought of as a balancing between your forward and backward flows.
These energies are like your own personal ZERO POINT or star gate and they are also
determined by the day-number and glyph for your date in the Sixth Sun Tzolkin by
unifying the forward and backward flows of time. And those energies are described in
“The Sixth Sun Song of Days” seen in the green box at the left under the Jaguar throne.
Notice the Jaguar heads are looking both forwards and backwards. Perhaps they are
looking into the forward and backward flows of time.

UNITY
4 CIMI
Kin 140
I define a melody of unveiling
and measuring transformation.
I sing of death and divine change
with my dimensional tone of form
in chorus with Ix's energies of
receptivity, timelessness, and mystic life.

You song begins “I define a melody of unveiling” which tells us that you may help to
define and unveil the coming world cycle. You also sing of “measuring transformation”
and perhaps this measuring is by sacred geometry and its relationship to
consciousness. Next your song says “I sing of death and divine change with my
dimensional tone of form” and in order for a new world cycle to be born the old world
cycle has to die. This divine change will involve changes in dimension and of form.
Recall what people’s form is during a Near Death Experience or an Out of Body
Experience.
Last we see you sing “in chorus with Ix's
energies of receptivity, timelessness, and
mystic life“.
IX is the JAGUAR glyph and is one of
the most powerful animal totems in
Central and South America. This is a
reminded that change may occur on
both the past and future flows of time.
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EAST

Mayan Elder Don Alejandro
N
O
R
T
H

“Those of the Center, with their
mystical bird Quetzal, make unite
the Eagle of the North with the
Condor of the South; we will
meet because we are one, like the
fingers of the hand.”

S
O
U
T
H

WEST

Your 11 AHAU is in the south thus relates to Condor energy and your 4 CIMI is in the north thus relates to Eagle energy. But between
them in the center of the Mayan medicine wheel is your green 15 HUNAB KU. The green relates to Quetzal and notice that Mayan
Elder Don Alejandro speaking about the “Prophecy of the Eagle and Condor” says those of the Center with the mystical Quetzal will
unite the Eagle and the Condor. He also says “We are One, like the fingers of the Hand” and see how your 6 MANIK looks like a hand.
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This picture with your birth glyphs 15 HUNAB
KU, 4 CIMI, 6 MANIK, and 11 AHAU may be
helpful for you to contemplate and meditate
upon.

Notice the position of your green
15 HUNAB KU and consider how this relates to
your HUNAB KU glyph connection with “The
Dream Masters” and Hopi Dan Evehema seen
earlier in this reading.
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HARMONY and the FIFTH WORLD

!
Crop Circle June 1, 2009
at Knoll Down near Beckhampton and Avebury stone circles, Wiltshire, England.
http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/2009/knolldown/knolldown2009a.html
This crop circle looks like a symbol or glyph from the Sixth Sun Tzolkin.

Hunab Ku or Harmony glyph of
the Sixth Sun Tzolkin

Crop Circle
June 1, 2009
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Notice that the Crop Circle’s arms are moving clockwise
like the swastika symbol on the Hopi Fire Clan stone tablet.

See how the Crop Circle and the Sixth Sun Tzolkin’s Harmony glyph relate to the symbol used on the traditional Hopi newsletter called
“Techqua Ikachi".
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Hopi Dan Evehema was one of the elders who wrote the Techqua Ikachi newsletter and he spoke of the swastika symbol that we see
on the Crop Circle and the Hopi Fire clan stone
with these words:
“It is known that our True White Brother, when he comes, will be all powerful and will wear a red cap or red cloak. He will be large in
population, belong to no religion but his very own. He will bring with him the sacred stone tablets. With him there will be two great ones
both very wise and powerful. One will have a symbol or sign of swastika which represents purity and is Female, a producer of life. The
third one or the second one of the two helpers to our True White Brother will have a sign of a symbol of the sun. He, too, will be many
people and very wise and powerful. We have in our sacred Kachina ceremonies a gourd rattle which is still in use today with these
symbols of these powerful helpers of our True Brother.
It is also prophesied that if these three fail to fulfill their mission then the one from the west will come like a big storm. He will be many,
in numbers and unmerciful. When he comes he will cover the land like the red ants and over take this land in one day. If the three helpers
chosen by the Creator fulfill their sacred mission and even if there are only one, two or three of the true Hopi remaining holding fast to the
last ancient teaching and instructions the Great Spirit, Massauu will appear before all and our world will be saved.
The three will lay our a new life plan which leads to everlasting life and peace.”
This Crop circle and Sixth Sun Tzolkin’s Harmony glyph also relate to the last Hopi visit to the United Nations with Hopi Elder Thomas
Banyacya giving a speech on December 10, 1992. That day Dec. 10, 1992 in the Sixth Sun Tzolkin calendar was this:

Everlasting Harmony
In his speech, Hopi Elder Thomas Banyacya speaking about the Hopi prophecy rock says the word harmony and he spoke his words
in the Sixth Sun Tzolkin on its Harmony glyph:
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“This rock drawing shows part of the Hopi prophecy. There are two paths. The first with technology but separate from natural and spiritual
law leads to these jagged lines representing chaos. The lower path is one that remains in harmony with natural law. Here we see a line that
represents a choice like a bridge joining the paths. If we return to spiritual harmony and live from our hearts, we can experience a paradise
in this world. If we continue only on this upper path, we will come to destruction." ... “I hope that all members of this assembly that know
the spiritual way will not just talk about it, but in order to have real peace and harmony, will follow what it says across the United Nations
wall: "They will beat their swords into plowshares and study war no more." Lets, together, do that now!”
The traditional Hopi “Techqua Ikachi” newsletters also mention the word harmony so let us look at some of those words:
Issue 1: The Tradition Hopi are those who strongly adhere to their aboriginal law, which they believe the Creator, or Great Spirit, laid out for
them. As they see it, this is the most important thing. To stray from this pattern would be to stray from life itself. The Hopi believe that life and
nature are of the same body, and that we must keep harmony with each other and keep the earth in balance.
Issue 2: This was the chief's way of telling them, "You have violated the highest law of the land, the Great Spirit, by breaking the great link
between men, the power of harmony, the very element by which mankind has survived. My village will not be bound by such inhuman law.
Those who enter with a good mind are accepted. Stop interfering through your police force. Our ways have worked for centuries to this day. Thus
I protect the Great Spirit's honor, as I have vowed to do."
Issue 5: We must be free from contamination to emerge from the earth mother in colorful beauty, glorifying and creating harmony for her and all
her children.
Issue 8: And should you really succeed, we will all realize our mistakes of the past and return to the True Path; living in harmony as brothers and
sisters, sharing our Mother, the Earth, with all other living things. In this way we could bring about a New World. A world which would be led by
the Great Spirit and our Mother could provide plenty and happiness for us all.
Issue 9: The amount and quality we harvest reflect our ways of life in the past years. If the harvest is good, our mind power was strong and clear-in harmony with nature and spirit through prayers. This is faithfulness and happiness.
Issue 11: Hopi can mean many things, such as peace to yourself and others; a by-word of obedience to the great laws and beliefs. Peace is a
valuable element; without peace one cannot create harmony.
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Issue 12: The Hopi elders tell a story of the great migration which is very long and differs in certain aspects from clan to clan and village to
village. Long, long ago, there were nomad-like people who had a sacred purpose as they roamed this continent. The land was pure and these
people traveled by foot with their belongings on their backs for they know not of animals of burden to carry them and their goods. Harmony with
nature was in full bloom--health was assured as food was plentiful and one could live off the land with little effort.
Issue 13: People world over have been debating these issues, causing wars and destruction in the name of holiness. This need not be, if we look at
our religious beliefs as a dominant guiding influence to peace and harmony.
Issue 16: But first allow us to speak of our honorable fathers, the Ancient Ones, who have passed on and whom we have not forgotten. We
continue to this day to honor them through our religious duties. It will be up to our readers to decide, whether or not our claim of the ancient
words is assured. However, we have faith and trust that these words are true. We have learned and believe that one cannot communicate with
Nature unless your existence and behavior are in harmony with the will of the Great Spirit, that he who knows his part will also find his way in
the future.
Issue 19: We feel it is of the greatest importance to carefully calculate our actions and restore harmony and balance or we all will perish.
Issue 21: The men with ambitious minds will decrease, while the people of good hearts, who live in harmony with the earth, we will increase
until the earth is rid of evil. If the Hopi are right this will be accomplished and the earth will bloom again.
Issue 25: We must not forsake the Great Creator and all the great laws we received from Him which guide our thoughts in restoring harmony
among all people, all living creatures and our Mother Earth.

HOPI PRAYER FOR PEACE
Great Spirit and all unseen, this day we pray and ask You for guidance, humbly we ask You to help us and fellowmen to have recourse to peaceful
ways of life, because of uncontrolled deceitfulness by humankind.
Help us all to love, not hate one another.
We ask you to be seen in an image of Love and Peace.
Let us be seen in beauty, the colors of the rainbow.
We respect our Mother, the plant, with our loving care, for from Her breast we receive our nourishment.
Let us not listen to the voices of the two-hearted, the destroyers of mind, the haters and self-made leaders, whose lusts for power and wealth will
lead us into confusion and darkness.
Seek visions always of world beauty, not violence nor battlefield.
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It is our duty to pray always for harmony between man and earth, so that the earth will bloom once more.
Let us show our emblem of love and goodwill for all life and land.
Pray for the House of Glass, for within it are minds clear and pure as ice and mountain streams.
Pray for the great leaders of nations in the House of Mica who in their own quiet ways help the earth in balance.
We pray the Great Spirit that one day our Mother Earth be purified into a healthy peaceful one.
Let us sing for strength of wisdom with all nations for the good of all people.
Our hope is not yet lost, purification must be to restore the health of our Mother earth for lasting peace and happiness.
(This was read to the UN General Assembly and to the UN Peoples Assembly.)
Issue 29: Let us be in harmony, for we are one. We have called to Mother Nature with our prayers. "May your Creations come up strong and
healthy so there will be abundance of food and beauty for all."
Herein is a brief view. The elders would say that growing things is important and sacred. It holds the significance of many things, that without
food there would be no life. Someone must provide food so that all life will continue on with good health and happiness. One must be willing and
put his heart into it. That way, one will gradually blend with the fields so that he will work in harmony.
Old Prophets predicted that there will be another split as there was in 1906ce when there was no solution for both factions to live side by side
when one side forsakes the Divine Law and our religious leaders for cultural change away from Hopi ways. This will lead to what they term, "One
will pay and one will not." Meaning one is Bahanna way and one is Hopi way. This choice will be up to each of us, to choose either of the paths
freely. There will be no pulling or pushing to get one to join the others. If this prophecy is fulfilled we will all live in harmony once again.
Issue 31: A good harvest means your prayers have been answered, that your heart and mind have been wholesome and sound in spirit, devoted to
working the land for food. Thus you, the earth and the universe are blended and in harmony to be self-sufficient.
Issue 34: We came to bless the Torch of Peace with our prayers. We entered the Kiva of Great World Leaders with our message of peace with
harmony to give to their thoughts.
Issue 37: Concern for all living things will far surpass personal concerns bringing greater happiness than could formerly be realized. Then all
things shall enjoy lasting harmony.
Issue 40: Many years ago our life was good and beautiful. We had much rain, the earth bloomed, there was plenty of food. The Ceremonial Cycles
were in order according to the months. Natural forces with our earth mother were in harmony and balance.
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Issue 44: We remnants of devoted Hopi will continue to have faith in our all-powerful Creator, for from Him we receive our guiding thoughts in
our efforts in restoring harmony among all life and land. We will pray for success for the purpose we set out to do on this earth.
Issue 44 was the last issue of the traditional Hopi “Techqua Ikachi” newsletter and their final words in included the word harmony.
You will notice reading the Techqua Ikachi newsletters that harmony is associated with peace.
In the Sixth Sun Tzolkin calendar the Harmony day is also called Hunab Ku which is the Mayan word for the Creator. If we have
harmony with the Creator then we have peace and life. Hopi Thomas Banyacya gave his speech to the United Nations on the Sixth
Sun Tzolkin calendar day called Everlasting Harmony.

Everlasting Harmony
Everlasting Harmony means Everlasting Life and Everlasting Peace and remember the words of Hopi Elder Dan Evehema -“The three
will lay our a new life plan which leads to everlasting life and peace.”
Everlasting Harmony is in the very center of the “Fifth World Pattern of Life Rattle” that has been given to the Hopi, so maybe the
Creator has answered the Hopi Elder’s prayers.

If you would like to learn more
about this Sixth Sun Tzolkin then
you can call or email me.
Mark Borcherding
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This writing includes readings from both the traditional Mayan calendar and the Sixth Sun Tzolkin calendar. A Tzolkin calendar
is like a “Song of Creation” with each day being a musical note or energy and frequency within the song. So this reading gives you
an idea of the song’s note for your birth or other important dates like a death, marriage, initiations, dreams, ceremony, and other
events. Most people think the Mayan Tzolkin calendar is like Astrology but is not because in Astrology, your birth sign is found
by how the planets are aligned with the stars at the time that you were born. Your Mayan Tzolkin calendar birth date is not based
on the position of the planets and stars. It is based on where you stepped into the flow of the “River of Time” that relates to
your place in the “Song of Creation”. And the Mayan Tzolkin maybe used to look at other events like death, marriage, dreams, or
other dates in human consciousness. Each Mayan Tzolkin day has both a day-number and glyph which have energies, colors, and
numbers associated with them.
Note that the 11 AHAU is the is day-number and glyph in Mayan Tzolkin calendar day for your date and is found using the
traditional Mayan day-count to convert a Gregorian calendar date into a Mayan Tzolkin calendar day. Your day-number 11 assists
every new creation to find its place in the universe and so you are probably good at that. In the process of “fitting in” some
modifications may need to occur and you can facilitate change, simplification and improvement. Your number 11 is the sum of
the present 5th Sun world cycle and the coming 6th Sun world cycle because 5 + 6 =11. This may be a hint that you are a person
that helps with the “Shift of the Ages”. (NOTE: I was born at 11:11 am so 11 is an important recurring number.) AHAU is the
glyph of the SUN and people of this glyph tend to possess of a great magic and work with fine art. They may also be educators
of civilization with the ability to pull wisdom and knowledge thru the SUN.
Your 11 AHAU is in the south thus relates to Condor energy and your 4 CIMI is in the north thus relates to Eagle energy. But
between them in the center of the Mayan medicine wheel is your green 15 HUNAB KU. The green relates to Quetzal and notice
that Mayan Elder Don Alejandro speaking about the “Prophecy of the Eagle and Condor” says those of the Center with the
mystical Quetzal will unite the Eagle and the Condor. He also says “We are One, like the fingers of the Hand” and see how your 6
MANIK looks like a hand.
“Those of the Center, with their mystical bird Quetzal, make unite the Eagle of the North with the Condor of the South; we will meet because we
are one, like the fingers of the hand.” ~ Mayan Elder Don Alejandro
Additional Notes:
Lisa,
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I am sure you noticed the number 17 in the previous email and your birth on day 17.
In the current 4th world Mayan Tzolk'in calendar is was on 11-Junajpu also called 11-Ahau. You were born the Sun glyph in the
cycle of Tz'i. This tell me that
you operate from the HEART and also are likely drawn to things in Maya, Egypt, and other cultures relating to the SUN.
11-Junajpu ki'n number is 180
When your k'in 180 is added to Grandfather Martin's 7-Aj (ki'n 33) the 180 + 33 = 213

(year 2013)

But that number 213 is also the HEART of the coming 5th world new Tzolk'in calendar.
So let us look at your birth in the new 5th world calendar. I am only going to give you its reading for the forward flow of time.
That means it is
synchronized to the current Mayan 4th world longcount. There is more and when I have time I will email you the rest. But for
now...
1/17/1966 moving into 5th world is: 6-Manik (ki'n 380)
Your birth was in the "Akbal cycle of Dreaming” and you have a website called The Dream Masters” well I would say that is right
on target.
So I would think that if you are dreaming the meaning of the stone tablet as Grandfather Martin suggested you may wish to
dream with a focus on the SUN on the tablet.
Back to your 6-Manik this tells me that your power of "knowing / dreaming" and "healing" is getting stronger and stronger as the
5th world comes nearer and nearer.
Now if you combine these things: Sun, Heart, Dreaming, and Healing what might happen?
But look at my earlier email and notice it mentions Mayan Elder Don Alejandro Oxlaj his birth is 5-Kame and guess what day
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comes next after his? Your 6-Manik.
This explains to me why our paths have crossed.
The color green of the Hopi ear of corn I feel is also related to the Pleiades.
In Lakota I think the Buffalo Skull symbolizes the Pleiades because in the Lakota "Buffalo" constellation the Pleiades is the head
of the that Buffalo constellation.
Specifically the new "star" image on the corner of the Hopi Stone:
1.) 9-pointed Star - is the Stargate. Could also refer to the 9 Enlightened Beings that will descend from the Stargate
2.) Pyramid (in 2 sections) - The Delta symbol at the top of the pyramid separated from the base = doorway. It is the great
pyramid with the all seeing eye at the top (again William's area).
3.) The "7" - the 7 of the Rainbow People - also known by other names (Mark Macy's area) that will be coming through the
Stargate. *If the 7 of the Rainbow people, plus Jesus plus Mary = 9 Beings coming through the gate.
4.) The "†" - It is a symbol for "Jesus" coming back through the Stargate.
This cross could mean another thing but Jesus keeps coming up at this time with regard to this particular stone. Jesus is also
known by many names.
5.) The wavy image the 7 and "†" are sitting on = Atlantis, Tula and all the other names for the Garden of Eden. The Stargate/
Wormhole opens up between planet Earth and the center of the galaxy - which galaxy is still not certain but more than likely our
own Milky Way.
As for the other symbols:
1.) the Circle with the 3 holes in the top right corner:
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It matches the alchemical symbol called the caput mortum, the skull or death’s head , the starting point for Enki’s alchemical work of
transforming a human – the impure or base metal – into pure gold.
I don't need to go into what the meaning of this Stargate symbol being revealed after all this time on the Hopi Tablet. That stone
was missing the corner and now the replica has the corner with an amazing image that is consistent with images from thousands
of years ago. History does repeat itself and cycles through. We're getting ready for a quantum leap that will set a new course or
end up in a "do over."
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